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Watch Tucker Beathard and Lindsay Ell’s New Video, “Faithful”
"I always love nerding out with anyone over gear and guitars," Beathard says
by cmt.com staff 13h ago
Tucker Beathard is tapping into some deep emotions in a new music video for “Faithful”
featuring Lindsay Ell. With little more than a poignant lyric, two persuasive voices, and the throbs of
electric guitar, these two rising country artists are putting the feelings within the song front and center.
Beathard, who emerged on the scene with his 2016’s hit “Rock On, wrote “Faithful” with Marla
Cannon-Goodman. (Watch the official music video.) Meanwhile, Ell is familiar to fans for “What
Happens in a Small Town,” a 2019 smash duet with Brantley Gilbert.
Look for Beathard’s studio version of “Faithful” on his upcoming project, King, out August 21.
Until then, check out the duet video with Lindsay Ell, then read our interview below the player.
What do you remember most about the shoot for this video?
I always love nerding out with anyone over gear and guitars, so getting to talk gear and guitars
— especially with a badass guitar player like Lindsay — was a blast. I also loved hearing another
artist interpret and approach one of my songs their own way, she gave a whole different feel to
“Faithful.”
How does the video bring your song to life?
Given the meaning behind the song, and the lyrics, I think having two people singing “Faithful” gives it
a really cool, powerful conversational aspect to it and helps makes it really relatable by giving
the perspective of both people in a relationship.
What message do you hope your fans take away from the video?
I think you can tell a girl a million things, that you’re thinking about her, or that you want her, but at the
end of the day, nothing says you really love someone more than being faithful to that person does.
How did it feel to see the finished product for the first time?
It was an awesome feeling, I am so happy with the video and I think that’s because we kept it
really stripped-back and focused on the song. I’m so glad Lindsay was in to it and wanted to
collaborate with me, the end result gives this song a whole other layer. I’m excited to share it.

